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Brief 01

ARC1147

Walk The Line
20.09.07 - 27.09.07

A group project in we all must walk from
point a to point b on the map walking in a
straight line as much as possible recording,
documenting and analysing things of interest along the way.
The work was to be professionally presented as a series of 100x100mm images on
an A2 page however this scale and grid was
developed that allowed for proportionally
elongated or cut-up images.
The suggested medium included sketching, photography, film, sound, artefacts &
rubbings. As many of these were utilised as
possible for the final piece.
Wanting to keep to the brief as firmly as
possible it was found difficult to allow for
much creativity such as model making or
generally steeling bits from the walk. However it was hard to criticise when the brief
was followed so closely.
The mixed media worked well although
there was need for more text, and perhaps
a map of the route that was taken (a major
part of the project)
The display board is showing the changing,
developing and progression that availed
on the walk; starting out at a natural raw
environment, prossing into shacks and
shanty huts of civilisation and ending in the
modernised urban landscape of the University Campus. This worked well through the
background images & the shift of colour.
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Brief 02

The Nomad

ARC1147

27.09.07 - 11.10.07

The project overview was to find a site in
the city, design, build and install a structure
with a specific purpose. It is an exploration of architecture as an act of installation
within the wider context of the city.
Responding to a specific need this design
developed although it was quite a confusing concept to grasp and was a fairly slow
process.
The idea of a parasitic yet utilizable form became the focus bringing a new understanding and perception to the site itself, taking
form and space from a rather unused area of
the busy high street.
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The

Fridge

Ferrero nutella
Pataks raita Tagliatellie The Fridge
1A03
Four cheese
sauce Orange juice
Brief pasta
03
11.10.07milk
- 01.11.07
One pint organic
Strawberry actimel
C J Rogers
One pint
milk carton milk Hellman’s
light mayonnaise Robertson strawberry
jam Orange juice Onion & garlic pasta
sauce Orange juice Dolmio tomato &
cheese pasta sauce One pint milk carton
milk One pint milk carton Water jug
Four pint milk carton Tagliatellie Two
pints semi skimmed milk Red pepper
Half a cucumber Lemon juice Lurpak
spreadable butter Cheddar cheese Four
cheese pasta sauce Cadbury dairy milk
buttons chocolate dessert Nestlé rolo
milk chocolate desert Black pepper
chiabatta croutons Dutch edam cheese
slices Crumbly lancastershire cheese Flora
original margarine Kraft philadelphia
Double gloucester cheese 0ne pint milk
carton Nestle aero chocolate mouse
Muller light vanilla desert Six eggs 390g
galaxy chocolate bar Eight malteasers Half
of an onion Divine milk chocolate Four
cheese tortellini Left over curry Utterly
butterly margarine Two rashers of bacon
Apple & plum compote Grated medium
cheddar cheese Mature cheddar cheese
block Two cloves of garlic 0ne tomato
Leftover pasta sauce Coca-cola Four Portfolio of Work
eggs Chicken kiev’s Two flora margarine University of Lincoln
pots Eight yoplait wildlife fromage frais C J Rogers
Twelve button mushrooms Prawns Ten

When studying The social habits of the common
Fridge a few things are apparent: it won’t
move unless pushed & it doesn’t seem
to have learned to talk back to you
when you ask it a question. Does this
mean it is stupid, uncultured & hopeless?
One thing for certain is that it is more human
than you may at first think.
Without the human
there would be no
Fridge because the
human gave birth
to the Fridge. We
needed the Fridge
to help keep our
food & liquids cool
so they would last
longer. Luckily for
us the Fridge needs
our warm food to
feed on, to keep its
body temperature
stable & healthy.
As a cold blooded
animal it needs
this warmth to stay
alive but is much
happier like the
bears & squirrels
to hibernate.
Remaining
unconscious for the
majority of the time
the Fridge saves
its energy & wakes
for us to feed him,
much like a new
born jaundice baby.
It has its own
habitat called a
kitchen though
some of its cousins
live further a field
in other man made
developments
like canteens and
reception areas.
But the Fridge is
also an emotional
being. We often
get angry with our
Fridge for having

ferrero nutella Brief 03
pataks raita
tagliatellie
four cheese pasta sauce 11.10.07 - 01.11.07
orange juice
one pint organic milk
strawberry actimel
one pint milk carton milk
hellman’s light mayonnaise
robertson strawberry jam
orange juice
onion & garlic pasta sauce
orange juice
dolmio tomato & cheese pasta sauce
one pint milk carton milk
one pint milk carton
water jug
four pint milk carton

ARC1147

tagliatellie
two pints semi skimmed milk
red pepper
half a cucumber
lemon juice
lurpak spreadable butter
cheddar cheese
four cheese pasta sauce
cadbury dairy milk buttons chocolate
dessert
nestlé rolo milk chocolate desert This project entailed a detailed survey of
black pepper chiabatta croutons the common fridge to produce a complete
dutch edam cheese slices a set of scaled drawings (elevations, plans
and section) a two point perspective all
crumbly lancastershire cheese presented professionally.
flora original margarine
kraft philadelphia The Project aimed to develop CAD skills,
double gloucester cheese communication skills, drawing skills and
0ne pint milk carton representation, looking at anthropology,
nestle aero chocolate mouse contents and context.
muller light vanilla desert
six eggs Unfortunately, difficulty with the narrative
of the project meant a struggle to get
390g galaxy chocolate bar into it. Although the end result was quite
eight malteasers aesthetically pleasing and fairly thought
through, the drawings and surveying was
half of an onion
not as good as it easily could have been.
divine milk chocolate
four cheese tortellini
The concept for this fridge project was the
left over curry
relationship one has with their fridge; the
utterly butterly margarine
emotional attachment one has with it and
two rashers of bacon the humanistic qualities one can derive
apple & plum compote from it.
grated medium cheddar cheese
mature cheddar cheese block Like a human it has a heart, a pump,
two cloves of garlic circulation through wires, a death day, many
0ne tomato corresponding factors. Mainly however
leftover pasta sauce is the fact that one can become totally
thrilled by a fridge, angered by a fridge and
coca-cola distressed by a fridge, much like any other
four eggs human being.
chicken kiev’s
two flora margarine pots
eight yoplait wildlife fromage frais
twelve button mushrooms
prawns
ten slices of ham
strawberry muller rice

Brief 04

The
Solid Void
01.11.07 - 29.11.07

ARC1149

The project entailed the making of three
separate cubes using ‘real’ materials and
construction techniques. Each cube must
be 400 x 400 mm, exploring the relationship
between solid and void, form and space.
Learning about implied, defined, contained
space and solidity, this project was more
about the hands on approach to construction and material realities and limitations
though creating and organising abstract
form and space was also a key aspect.
Phase One - The Void
Defining a cube though spaces and voids.
No glue was allowed here only craftsmanship and mechanical fixings.
Here three or four spaces have been created
through nothing but a frame. The joinery
became easier the more you worked in the
workshop and this project certainly helped
overcome some practical fears.
Phase Two - The Skin
This was found to be more about the material exploration. Five different materials
were used with several variety’s of joinery
including nuts and bolts, staples, pin nails,
screws, threading, rivets, folding and even
using the material itself to shape perfectly
into the perfect attachment. Copper was
tested, aluminium, polystyrene, hardboard
and corrugated plastic from street signs.
Again Space was defined by a change in
material and shape of the frame.
Phase Three - The Solid
Using only waste off cuts of wood and
polystyrene, this last cube is a solid, defining
a cube, implying a cube. It would have been
great to have had more off cuts to build it
further but this was by far the most successful cube.
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One Day Project - One

The Film

ARC1147

06.12.07

This project explores the spatial reconfiguration of inside and around the
school of architecture through the Media
of film. While both fields (architecture and
film) are often associated for their spatial
experience and sequencing, the film has the
advantage over architecture of its editing
phase.
This projects draw attention to qualities
we usually overlook and introduce an
impossible, desired, imagined configuration.
This 3 minute film was great fun making and
editing though would clearly be easier on a
different format.
These images show the film in 5 second
intervals from the start (top left) to end
(bottom right)
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One Day Project - Two

The Light

ARC1147

13.12.07

This one-day group project was an atempt
to investigate light and shadow effects
through the use of only a sheet of corrugated card board and cutting utensils.
Becoming more about the textural qualities of the material and the more subtle
elements that can be extracted, the project
was little success.
The final piece was more a decorative tile
than an explorative, explosive product. The
lack of group work showed a miserable
finish.
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Brief 05

Modern Living

ARC1151

Morphosis
29.11.07 - 24.01.08

Another group experiment, the Modern Living project, was a fairly disastrous trip but
with fairly wonderful results.
The brief was to design and make a professional exhibition presentation that answers
the question, “What does the work of this
designer tell us about modern living?”
The difficult part of the project was not the
research but the getting along in a team to
make things happen and be productive.
Looking into the architects Morphosis as
well as developing an understanding of
modernism, was highly interesting and
beneficial, conquering many readers blocks
and library phobias.
It was exciting to find out further than just
about the works of this company but also
the history of the principle; Thom Mayne,
and reading criticisms from a good handful
of different sources.
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Brief 06

The
Beach Hut
24.01.08 - 21.02.08

ARC1149

Project overview
To transform that most iconic symbol of
British seaside architecture, the humble
beach hut.
Beach huts are perceived as a treasured
feature of our coastal landscape, as quintessentially British as fish and chips. We want to
take the beach hut into the urban environment, so that everybody can appreciate
their charm, and better understand their
unique appeal.
Brief
The project will provide the opportunity to
reinvent the beach hut in an urban context
which will sit at the banks of the lake in
front of the Architecture building.
The final presentation will consist of a 3
dimensional model 3000mm by 2500mm
(scale 1.10) and a detailed construction section (scale1.20)
All scale models will be displayed on the
shore of the lake. The huts will form a ‘linear
gallery’ of seaside architecture amongst the
urban buildings of the university campus.
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Brief 07

cdp

ARC1148

The Gallery
21.02.08-15.05.08
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